
WRITE A BIO ABOUT YOURSELF TEMPLATE

Is your professional bio as good as it can be? In this article, we have nine real bio examples you should definitely
compare yours to -- and a.

Tip 2: Remember Your Worth Writing a bio on a site like Twitter, Instagram, or LinkedIn can be daunting
because there are already so many fantastic bios and people! A strong believer in the power of positive
thinking in the workplace, John regularly develops internal wellness campaigns to assist employees with
effective mental health techniques. You can also add a short paragraph about who you are outside of your
nine-to-five. Even adding an adjective that shows your personality or an unusual accomplishment can make
your bio different from the crowd. Before this role, Roberts was executive director of Small Co. So if you find
a structure you like and think sounds unique, borrow it! Never fear! You can either list your current title or a
short, descriptive phrase about your role here. A favorite book? Including a hobby in your bio is a great way to
make it more casual with a human element. Grammarly is here to help you choose powerful adjectives, clean
up hedging language, and make your LinkedIn stand out. Keep learning:. You might consider including the
answer in your bio to help the audience understand what motivates you. For a more personal tone, write a
first-person bio. Roberts holds a master's degree in management from Any University. In his spare time he
enjoys fly fishing and gourmet cooking with his wife, Elise. Ask trusted friends and colleagues to review your
bio for tips on improving your spelling, grammar or included information. The words may not be flowing, you
might not fully understand how your professional bio will be used, or you might just be stuck. After
identifying your position, title or role, identify your employer. Add them to give your coworkers a sense of
who you are before they work with you. Remember to follow any instruction provided by your employer or
job application. Otherwise, consider whether you want your audience to have a more personal experience
when reading your bio. Choose the top two or three large milestones from your career no more , and put them
next. Bio Example For Inspiration The length of your bios may vary depending on the situation. If you do not
currently have an employer or are self-employed, you can skip this step. Listing your overall goal, values, or a
statement that describes your ethos will help them get to know you, even in short bios. John specializes in
Human Resource technologies and regularly attends national training sessions to showcase new HR tech
trends, such as self-service, wellness apps, and people analytics tools. List this information at the end of your
bio. During his year tenure, Roberts oversaw operations and strategic planning that resulted in net profit
increases in more than 20 percent. Professional bios allow you to go into a bit more detail than short social
media bios, especially on LinkedIn.


